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         Nifty surrenders 16000, recent lows in jeopardy  

Sensex (52794) / Nifty (15782) 
 

 
 

Source: Tradingview.com 

Future outlook 

Monday’s session started on a nervous note as global sentiments remained nervous over the weekend. The index remained in a 
range throughout the first half of the week and despite some challenges, Nifty managed to hold 16000 on a closing basis. However, 
on Thursday, the banking finally succumbed to the sell off, leading Nifty below the psychological point to mark lowest close in last 
ten months. On Friday, we started off significantly higher on the back of global relief; but once again our market failed to sustain at 
higher levels and eventually erased all gains in the latter half. With this, Nifty once again lost nearly 4% on a weekly basis. 
  
The global macro factors have weighed down heavily on financial markets across the globe and we are certainly not spared with it. 
The oversold market is in a denial mode to give small recovery, in fact, Friday’s rebound got completely sold into towards the fag 
end. This certainly does not augur well for the bulls. The recent low of 15671 is not far from current levels now and the moment we 
slide below it, it will create a panic kind of situation in the market. Below this, 15350 - 15200 are the next levels to watch out for. On 
the flipside, 16000 - 16200 has now become a stiff hurdle. First sign of relief is possible only above these levels. Till this time, one 
should avoid trading aggressively in the market. 
  
If we take glance at the weekly time frame chart, we can see sheet anchor in the form of ’89-EMA’ placed around 15600. Historically, 
this moving average has proved it’s mettle and has provided cushion to severe falls. It would be very interesting to see how market 
behaves around it. Hence, although the trend is strongly bearish at this moment, we advise investors with a slightly broader time 
frame, should start nibbling in quality propositions in a staggered manner. Also, since the global factors are driving the markets 
completely, traders should keep a close tab on all these developments. 
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FIIs halts their selling in index futures 
 

Nifty spot closed at 15782.15 this week, against a close of 16419.40 last week. The Put-Call Ratio has decreased from 0.74 to 0.73. 
The annualized Cost of Carry is positive at 0.78%. The Open Interest of Nifty Futures decreased by 4.53%. 

Derivatives View  
 
Nifty current month’s future closed with a premium of 4.45 points against a premium of 8.15 points to its spot. Next month’s future 
is trading at a premium of 3.85 points. 
 
It was the second consecutive week of selling pressure in our Indian equity market, the benchmark index remained in the tight grip 
of bears and any pullback move were being sold into to settle the week tad below 15800 with a cut of almost four percent. 
Surprising, despite decent sell-off we could hardly see fresh shorts in Nifty, the correction was mainly due to long unwinding. 
However, we observed few shorts in banking index, but the quantum wasn’t significant considering the price. Stronger hand 
continued to curb liquidity from equity market but preferred covering their shorts in index futures segment on Friday. On options 
front, hardly any build-up was seen in both call and put option; however, some unwinding was seen in 15900 strike. At this point in 
time, market has an immediate support 15600; whereas, sustainable pullback move beyond the resistance of 16100-16200 shall be a 
positive development. Traders are advised staying light as volatility is likely to stay on the higher side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scrip 
OI  

Futures 
OI  

Chg (%) 
Price 

Price 
 Chg(%) 

GNFC 5913700 60.91  617.95 (23.07) 

HONAUT 10260 52.34  34019.85 (14.51) 

INDUSTOWER 17460800 37.63  183.05 (8.34) 

SRF 4084875 27.79  2232.80 (3.06) 

LTI 2253600 26.06  4116.00 (10.69) 

 Weekly change in OI 

 Long Formation 

Scrip 
OI  

Futures 
OI  

Chg (%) 
Price 

Price 
 Chg(%) 

NAVINFLUOR 400275 33.16  3921.65 5.60  

BAJAJ-AUTO 3227750 21.14  3631.40 3.87  

COLPAL 3011400 13.36  1597.35 1.01  

PVR 2606428 9.88  1747.80 2.72  

MRF 124500 9.71  71572.70 4.56  
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Portfolio Manager and investment advisor with SEBI. It also has registration with AMFI as a Mutual Fund Distributor. Angel One 
Limited is a registered entity with SEBI for Research Analyst in terms of SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014 vide registration 
number INH000000164. Angel or its associates has not been debarred/ suspended by SEBI or any other regulatory authority for 
accessing /dealing in securities Market. 

This document is solely for the personal information of the recipient, and must not be singularly used as the basis of any investment 
decision. Nothing in this document should be construed as investment or financial advice. Each recipient of this document should 
make such investigations as they deem necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of the 
companies referred to in this document (including the merits and risks involved), and should consult their own advisors to determine 
the merits and risks of such an investment. 
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Reports based on technical and derivative analysis center on studying charts of a stock's price movement, outstanding positions and 
trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and, as such, may not match with a report on a company's 
fundamentals. Investors are advised to refer the Fundamental and Technical Research Reports available on our website to evaluate 
the contrary view, if any. 

The information in this document has been printed on the basis of publicly available information, internal data and other reliable 
sources believed to be true, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on as such, as this 
document is for general guidance only. Angel One Limited or any of its affiliates/ group companies shall not be in any way responsible 
for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. Angel One 
Limited has not independently verified all the information contained within this document. Accordingly, we cannot testify, nor make 
any representation or warranty, express or implied, to the accuracy, contents or data contained within this document. While Angel 
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One Limited endeavors to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in this material, there may be regulatory, 
compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so.  

This document is being supplied to you solely for your information, and its contents, information or data may not be reproduced, 
redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly. 

Neither Angel One Limited, nor its directors, employees or affiliates shall be liable for any loss or damage that may arise from or in 
connection with the use of this information.  Angel or its associates or Research Analyst or his relative might have financial interest 
in the subject company. Research analyst has not served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company. 


